
Canada



Canada consists of ten provinces 
and two territories.

The total area of Canada is 9.000.000 
square kilometres. Canada's area is the 
second largest in the world (after Russia 
which has a total area of 17 000 000 square 
kilometres).



Canada is an independent federative state. It is one 
of the most developed countries. The capital of Canada 
is Ottawa, which is situated on the bank of the Ottawa 
River. It is famous for its beautiful parks. It is also 
known as the city of bridges.

    



Flag 

Coat of arms



Canadian Royal 
Standard

Flag of the Governor general of Canada



Canada is a federal state governed 
as a parliamentary democracy and 

a constitutional monarchy .



Famous people of  Canada

  Jim Carrey- "Jim"(born January 17, 1962) is a Canadian 
actor and comedian.

Filmography:
� The Mask
�  I Love You Phillip Morris
�  Batman Forever
� Me, Myself & Irene…etc



Famous people of  Canada

Wayne Gretzky-hockey player

    Wayne Gretzky is the most 
famous hockey player of the 
twentieth century



Famous people of  Canada

Linda Evangelista –famous model
worked with:
 Calvin Klein,
 Chanel, Chloe, Versace



    Official languages of Canada are 
English and French. The rest speaks 
other languages, such as Eskimo, 
Indian, German, Ukrainian and Italian.
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Education in Canada
      Education in 

Canada is general for 
children from 6 to 16 years 
old, and in some 
provinces — to 14. For 
example, Newfoundland 
has an 11-grade system. 
Some other provinces 
have 12-grade systems



Canada                      
is very rich in forest, 

minerals and 
fur-bearing animals. 

It holds the first place 
in the world in the 

amount of forests. It 
is rich in the 

following natural 
resources: 

non-ferrous metals, 
uranium, oil, natural 

gas, coal.



interesting places in Canada 
    One of the most 

interesting places 
in Canada is its 
capital - Ottawa. 
The main sights of 
the city are the 
Parliament, where 
even ordinary 
people are 
welcome



the Tower of  Peace with 53 bells



Rideau Canal



Toronto is another tourist attraction
  Hyde Park and Queen Elizabeth’s 

Park



Golden tower of  the Royal Bank Plaza



Vancouver'2010

  The 2010 Winter Olympics, officially 
known as the XXI Olympic Winter 
Games or the 21st Winter 
Olympics,   in Vancouver, British Columbia


